The assembly of inorganic nanoparticles often leads to collective properties that are different from the combined properties of the individual components. In particular, coupling plasmonic and excitonic nanoparticles has been shown to modify their optical properties, including absorption, emission, and scattering. Because of this, these coupled assemblies have potential applications in a wide range of areas, including sensing, light harvesting, and photocatalysis. More recently, unique properties, including Fano interference and Rabi splitting, have been observed by increasing the coupling strength. However, the behavior of coupled nanoparticles is highly dependent on the exact organization of the components, including the number of particles coupled, the distance separating them, and their spatial orientation. This is especially true in the case of strongly coupled particles. Because of this, it is important to achieve synthetic techniques that not only can link particles together but also offer good control over how the particles are connected. In this review, assemblies of plasmonic and excitonic nanoparticles are reviewed, including the various methods that have been used for their construction, the properties that these systems have been predicted to possess as well as the ones that have been observed, and their current applications along with current challenges in the field and potential future applications.
Introduction
Inorganic nanoparticles have been the subject of numerous studies and have been used in a wide range of applications in recent years, including as sensors [1] , bioimaging agents [2] , catalysts [3] , and light-emitting devices [4] , among others. Inorganic nanoparticles consist of inorganic materials having at least one dimension less than 100 nm. Inorganic nanoparticles are broadly classified as plasmonic [5] , semiconductor [6] , magnetic [7] , or lanthanide [8] based on the material they are composed of and the physical properties they display. More recently, nanocomposites containing parts from two or more of these classes have been developed. This review will focus on assemblies made from two types of inorganic nanoparticles: plasmonic nanoparticles (PNPs) and semiconductor nanocrystals [or quantum dots (QDs)].
PNPs are characterized by their ability to support localized surface plasmons, that is, collective oscillations of the free electrons in the material that can couple to incident electromagnetic radiation. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are the most commonly studied PNPs because they support strong localized surface plasmons at optical frequencies and because of the synthetic methods that are available. AuNPs were discovered by Faraday more than 150 years ago. However, the first widely explored synthetic method was developed by Turkevich et al. in the 1950s [9] . Since then, other methods have been reported for the preparation of PNPs of different sizes (<1 to >100 nm) [10, 11] , metals (silver [12] and platinum [13] ), and shapes (rods [14] , stars [15] , and prisms [16] ). The properties of PNPs are highly dependent on a variety of factors, including material, size, shape, and local refractive index; thus, the extensive synthetic methods that have been developed allow for the fine-tuning of these properties. PNPs are highly efficient scatterers and absorbers of light (due to high electron density), have low toxicity, and possess easily modified surface chemistry. These properties have made PNPs useful for applications, including sensors [17] , bioimaging agents [2] , drug delivery systems [18] , and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [19] .
In contrast to PNPs, the fundamental excitation in semiconductor nanocrystals is an exciton or electron-hole pair. Excitation by light sends an electron from the valence band to the conduction band, leaving behind a hole. The recombination of the electron-hole pair releases energy, as either heat or fluorescence, and the fluorescence quantum yields of QDs can be high. Thus, although both PNPs and QDs have sizes in the nanoscale, their optical properties differ drastically. Furthermore, similar to the wavelength of surface plasmon resonance in PNPs, the wavelength of absorption and emission of QDs is dependent on the material, shape, and size of the QDs and can therefore be tuned to a wide spectrum. As in the case of PNPs, QDs have found applications as biomarkers as well as in energy harvesting and storage, quantum information, photonics, and light-emitting devices [4, 20] . Compared to organic dyes, semiconductor QDs possess good photostability, wide excitation and narrow emission bandwidths, large absorption cross-sections, high quantum yields, and sizedependent emission wavelengths [4, [21] [22] [23] .
The controlled organization and assembly of nanoparticles -in both small, well-controlled clusters and larger, microscale arrays -is of importance. This is because the excitations (plasmons or excitons) of nearby nanoparticles interact with each other in a distancedependent manner; therefore, controlling the spacing and orientation of particles is important for controlling the properties of the nanoparticle assembly. However, arranging nanoparticles in controlled ways poses challenges. Controlling the specific distance between particles can be accomplished through varying the size and/ or thickness of the ligands attached to the particles. However, controlling the size of clusters (the number of particles they contain) and spatial orientation of nanoparticles within the clusters is more difficult. Attempts to create discrete assemblies of two or more nanoparticles generally result in the formation of assemblies of several different sizes, which are then challenging to separate. Different techniques used to assemble PNPs have been investigated and reviewed by Grzelczak et al. [24] and Gwo et al. [25] .
The assembly of two different types of nanoparticles (in this case, plasmonic and semiconductor) is also of interest. Combining plasmonic and semiconductor nanoparticles into a single system results in an interaction between the plasmon and exciton, which can greatly influence the existing properties of the particles or lead to entirely new properties different from either of the particles on their own. Because this interaction is dependent on factors such as interparticle separation, orientation, and relative concentrations, it is important to be able to assemble PNPs and semiconductor QDs in a controlled fashion. However, controlling these factors is not trivial.
In this review, heteronanoparticle assemblies consisting of PNPs and QDs (PNP-QD hybrids) are discussed, with a focus on the synthetic strategies used to prepare such assemblies. It should be noted that single particles can also contain domains of two or more distinct materials (for example, core-shell or tipped structures), and the synthesis and properties of these types of hybrid nanoparticles have been reviewed by Jiang et al. [26] and Costi et al. [27] . Additionally, plasmon-exciton coupling has been reported using lithographically defined plasmonic arrays with layers of semiconductor materials [28, 29] . However, this review is solely focused on the formation of assemblies made by linking two or more discrete, distinct nanoparticles. Synthetic methods will first be reviewed in two parts: solution-based approaches and substratebased techniques. Next, the properties of PNP-QD assemblies will be covered. Finally, there will be a discussion of the applications thus far and future directions for the field.
Solution-based synthetic methods
While perhaps the simplest means of achieving PNP-QD hybrid assemblies, solution-based methods come with limitations, namely, controlling the process to obtain the desired arrangements without forming unwanted side products. This results in low reproducibility and generally low yields [30] . Nevertheless, a wide variety of techniques have been used to synthesize PNP-QD hybrid assemblies in solution, including covalent linking of small molecules or biomolecules [1, 31] , DNA hybridization [32] [33] [34] [35] , and self-assembly [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] .
Covalent linking
For covalent binding through small molecules, PNPs and QDs are coated with ligands terminated with reactive functional groups. After mixing, the functional groups are reacted to form a covalent bond, such as an amide [41] , imine [42] , or disulfide bond [30] . Because of the wide range of small molecules available with different lengths and functional groups, the covalent binding of small molecules is perhaps the most versatile technique. However, it is difficult to control the number and arrangement of the nanoparticles that bind to one another.
Aldeek et al. [41] used established 1-ethyl-3-(dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) coupling to link CdSe/ZnS core-shell QDs to small AuNPs. The QDs were made water soluble through functionalization with a polyethylene glycol (PEG) ligand terminated by dihydrolipoic acid on one end (to bind to the QD surface) and an amine functional group at the other end. AuNPs were functionalized with a similar PEG molecule terminated by lipoic acid and carboxylic acid groups, which were then activated using EDC and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS). The ligands of the QDs and AuNPs were then reacted together to form an amide bond. To control the extent of the linking between particles, the surface of the QDs was 95% passivated with an inert PEG ligand containing a methoxy group in place of an amine. Although no studies were done to characterize the number of QDs coupled, the quenching of QD fluorescence was evidence that the QDs had coupled to the AuNPs.
EDC coupling was also used to couple AuNPs and CdSe/ZnS QDs with the aid of a peptide linker [43] . The carboxyl functionalized QDs were activated with EDC and reacted with the N terminus of the peptide; a cysteine at the C terminus was available to bind to the surface of added AuNPs. A similar procedure was developed, where AuNPs and QDs were both attached to polystyrene beads, which helped prevent the aggregation of the QDs [44] .
Maneeprakorn et al. [42] also used the formation of amide bonds to link AuNPs and silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) with CdS and CdSe QDs, wherein the QDs were functionalized with 11-mercaptoundecanoyl chloride and the PNPs with 4-aminothiophenol. Equally as effective was an azo linkage, performed by functionalizing the QDs instead with 4-aminothiophenol and then converting it to a diazonium group (Figure 1) . In both cases, they found that a degree of control of the reaction could be obtained using a syringe pump to add one component to the other slowly and in large excess. By varying the reaction conditions, it was possible to obtain QDs surrounded by one, two, three, or four PNPs. Images of the types of arrangements formed are shown in Figure 1 .
Similarly, Nepal et al. [30] also found that a lower reaction concentration helped control the linking process. In this case, QDs were attached to gold nanorods (AuNRs) through their functionalization with amine-terminated ligands, which were subsequently converted to thiols using Traut's reagent, and finally linked via the creation of a disulfide bond. Increasing the concentration of nanoparticles in solution from 0.2 to 2 nm resulted in a higher distribution in the number of QDs bound to each rod. Further control was obtained through the selective functionalization of the ends of the AuNRs. Under optimal conditions (1:1 molar ratio AuNR/QD, 0.2 nm, room temperature), the reaction was able to yield 70% rods with singly bound QDs, with only 2% of the QDs remaining unbound.
Biomolecular linking
Compared to linking using small molecules, linking with DNA offers several advantages. First, DNA can be tailored to specific lengths by varying the number of base pairs [32]. Additionally, the double-helix structure of DNA is fairly rigid, allowing for the precise control of the spacing [33] . Finally, techniques exist, which can be used to obtain nanoparticles with one and only one strand of DNA attached [34, 35] , enabling fine control over the organization of assemblies. However, because of the size of DNA compared to small molecules, separation is limited to distances greater than 6 nm [33] . Further, DNA must be kept at conditions under which it is stable, limiting the conditions under which this technique can be used. DNA hybridization has been used to link QDs to AuNPs of different sizes (from 1.4 nm [33] to 80 nm [45] ) and in different conformations (QD-AuNP dimmers [33] , tetramers of three AuNPs with one QD [46] , AuNP surrounded by QDs or QD surrounded by AuNPs [47] ) and to form superlattice networks of AuNPs and QDs [32] .
To link the nanoparticles through DNA hybridization, both the PNPs and the QDs must be functionalized with single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) [48] . In the case of PNPs, this is typically accomplished through the direct addition of thiol-terminated DNA [32] . For QDs, the direct addition of DNA is not used due to issues with QD water solubility [45] . Instead, QDs must first be made water soluble. This is done through ligand exchange using carboxylate molecules such as DHLA [47] or mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) [45] , or precoating QDs with carboxy-containing polymers [32] , which can then be EDC coupled with DNA. Another rather common strategy is to use DNA terminated with a hexahistidine moiety to attach the DNA to the surface of the QD [46, 47, 49] due to a strong interaction between the hexahistidine and the surface of the QDs [50] .
The use of DNA allows for the use of techniques that can isolate monovalent nanoparticles from multivalent ones. Relying on the negative charge of DNA, gel electrophoresis has been used in the past to isolate monovalent AuNPs [51] , and this technique has been used in conjunction with hybridization to ssDNA-functionalized QDs to give the controlled formation of dimers, trimers, and other small groupings of AuNPs and QDs with yields as high as 65% [46] . A collection of the types of structures assembled with this method is shown in Figure 2 . In a similar manner, magnetic beads have been used to obtain monovalent QDs [35] . In this study, QD-ssDNA were first hybridized onto magnetic beads. The magnetic beads were then rinsed with solutions of varying ionic strengths, which were able to release the QD-ssDNA based on the number of strands attached. This was used to obtain a solution containing 93% monovalent QDs, which could then be coupled with a single AuNP.
The technique of DNA origami has been used by the Liedl group to obtain better control over the coupling process [53] . In DNA origami, a relatively long single strand of DNA is engineered, which can be carefully folded into specific conformations through the addition of shorter nucleotide chains. This technique was used to give a base structure of DNA with binding sites at specific locations; these binding sites then selectively bind AuNPs or CdTe QDs hybridized with a complementary strand of DNA. The general shape of the obtained structures consisted of a core particle surrounded by arms containing satellites; the satellites in this study were either smaller AuNPs, CdTe QDs, or organic dyes. By changing the DNA origami structure, they were able to vary the length and number of arms, the number of satellites per arm, and even the arrangement of the satellites on the arm (for example, in a straight line vs. twisting around the arm in a helical pattern) with remarkable precision (depending on the size of the core particle and the deviation in the number of satellites that ranged from 6% to 17%). Other DNA origami templates were also used to arrange AuNPs and with CdTe/CdS QDs into dimers with nanometer precision over separation distance [54] and to prepare groupings of AuNPs with one, two, or three CdSe/ZnS QDs with the desired structures produced in 80% yield [55] . Although more complicated than standard DNA hybridization, DNA origami allows for the construction of more complex arrangements of nanoparticles with high precision.
The use of hexahistidine as an anchoring moiety to the surface of QDs has been discussed above, in conjunction with DNA, but this moiety can also be conjugated to a larger peptide to facilitate the coupling of PNPs and QDs. For example, a peptide that has a hexahistidine at one end and a dicysteine at the other has been used; this peptide was first mixed with AuNPs, using its dicysteine end to interact with the gold surface, and then the hexahistidine end enabled nanoparticle crosslinking (or bridging) by adsorption onto the surface of the added QDs [31] . Another experiment used the hexahistidine group, covalently linked to PEG-stabilized CdS-ZnS QDs, to coordinate with nickel, deposited on the surface of AuNPs using Ninitrilotriacetate [56] .
Similarly, proteins with affinity for each other have been used for the coupling of PNPs and QDs [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] . The biotin/streptavidin complex is the most commonly used due to the well-known affinity between these two partners [57] as well as the availability of commercial CdSe-ZnS core-shell QDs functionalized with streptavidin [52] . To use these streptavidin-QDs, the PNPs must be functionalized with biotin. This is commonly done through EDC coupling, where the PNP is functionalized with an amineterminated ligand. For example, 3 nm AuNPs were coated with polyamidoamine dendrimer, which was then reacted with sulfo-NHS-biotin to functionalize the surface of the AuNPs with biotin [57] . This led to the formation of clusters consisting of a QD surrounded by multiple AuNPs. A similar experiment was performed, which resulted in the coupling of AgNPs with the same commercially available CdSe/ZnS core-shell QDs [58] .
Although many of the previously discussed experiments resulted in a single central nanoparticle surrounded by many other nanoparticles, a similar experiment was done using biotin-streptavadin, which was able to give controlled, discrete groupings [52] . In this report, biotinylated DNA was attached to 80 nm AuNPs using a thiolated DNA linker. The biotinylated AuNPs were then reacted with streptavidin-QDs in varying ratios: 1:1, 2:1, or 100:1 QD/AuNP ratio; these gave a single QD attached to an AuNP, a QD between two AuNPs, or an AuNP surrounded by QDs, respectively. Once synthesized, the desired structure could be isolated from the resulting mixture using gel electrophoresis.
The Kotov laboratory has also done extensive work using biotin-streptavidin binding to attach PNPs to the surface of CdTe nanowires [60] [61] [62] . Cysteine-stabilized CdTe nanowires were reacted with sulfo-NHS-biotin to attach biotin to the surface of the nanowires. Similarly, AuNPs stabilized with MPA were activated with EDC/ sulfo-NHS and then coupled with streptavidin. The CdTe nanowires and AuNPs were then mixed in varying ratios. Because the CdTe nanowires are so large relative to the AuNPs (3 nm AuNPs vs. 6 × 1027 nm CdTe), AuNPs were used in 500-1000 times excess. This resulted in the AuNPs forming a cylindrical outer "shell" around the exterior of the CdTe nanowires, with a spacing equal to the thickness of the biotin-streptavidin complex in between [61] . A similar experiment was performed, which created a shell of AgNPs surrounding CdTe nanowires of similar size [60] .
This structure was further developed into a "molecular spring", a structure capable of reversible shifts in absorption wavelength [62] . In this case, PEGylated anti-streptavidin antibody (aB) was used as the crosslinking agent in place of biotin and streptavidin. A two-step conjugation process was used to reduce the possibility of crosslinking between CdTe nanowires. First, amine-functionalized AuNPs were reacted with NHS-CO-PEG-NH-di-tert-butyl dicarbonate (t-BOC) to form an amide bond. Here, t-BOC acts as a protecting group to prevent unwanted reactivity between the AuNPs. The t-BOC group was then removed using trifluoroacetic acid, and the newly revealed amine was attached to anti-streptavidin through EDC coupling. The same PEG molecule was attached to the surface of the CdTe nanowires and then coupled to the AuNP-bound anti-streptavidin following the same procedure to give an AuNP-PEG-aB-PEG-CdTe structure. The reversible binding of a complementary antigen by the anti-streptavidin resulted in an increase of the separation distance between the nanowire and the QDs and a corresponding shift in the absorption spectrum.
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) is another protein that has been used for the assembly of PNPs and QDs, wherein both nanoparticles are attached to, and separated by, BSA [63] [64] [65] . This can be done through the covalent attachment of the protein to the nanoparticles coatings, as explained in the cases of biotin above. AuNPs were first synthesized in the presence of BSA through sodium borohydride reduction, resulting in BSA-stabilized AuNPs, to which MPA-functionalized CdSe QDs were added; the EDC coupling of the MPA ligands of QDs to the BSA resulted in AuNPs surrounded by QDs at a distance of approximately 10 nm, the size of BSA [64] . The scheme of this reaction and a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the assembled structure are shown in Figure 3 . Because it contains a large amount of charge at neutral pH [63] , BSA can also interact with nanoparticles through charge interactions. This can be achieved through direct interaction with the surface of the nanoparticle [63] or through electrostatic interactions with the ligands attached to the particle; for example, with the positively charged ligand cetyl-trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB), which was used to coat AuNRs with CdSe-ZnS core-shell QDs [65] . This can also be viewed as a form of self-assembly, which will be the last class of solution-based assembly technique discussed.
Self-assembly
The self-assembly of nanoparticles occurs when nanoparticles assemble simply by mixing them, either owing to some intrinsic property of the nanoparticles or due to interactions of the ligands attached to them. Self-assembly can occur through electrostatic attraction [36, 37, [68] [69] [70] , ligand exchange [3, 21, [38] [39] [40] , or hydrophobic or other interactions [70] [71] [72] . No additional chemistry after mixing is required. Because of this, self-assembly is perhaps the most straightforward of all the techniques established to form PNP-QD assemblies. However, because there are no additional steps required, it is challenging to obtain control over the assembly process. As such, self-assembly is primarily useful for the formation of assemblies where one type of particle is added in large excess and ends up completely surrounding the other [3, 36, 68, 70] or where equal mixing leads to the formation of a large network of interconnected particles [38, 39] . These two possibilities are illustrated in Figure 4A .
For electrostatically induced self-assembly, the PNP and QD must be functionalized with oppositely charged ligands. For example, Wargnier et al. [37] used carboxyfunctionalized AuNPs mixed with cysteamine-coated CdSe/ZnS core-shell QDs. Kolny et al. [36] mixed MPAcoated AuNPs with (diethylamino)ethanethiol-stabilized CdSe-ZnS QDs in a molar ratio of 1:100 and were able to obtain AuNPs surrounded by a layer of QDs. The resulting AuNP-QD structure is depicted in Figure 4 .
A more complex assembly was undertaken by the Kotov group using positively charged CTAB-stabilized AuNRs and negatively charged cysteine-stabilized CdTe QDs [68] . Mixing at high ratios (180 QDs/1 AuNRs) led to the formation of monomeric AuNRs surrounded by QDs. Similar results were obtained with spherical particles. However, lower ratios (15:1) led to the formation of AuNR dimers arranged side-to-side with a layer of CdTe QDs in between. This structure was seen in 70% of the observed particles. The same side-by-side assembly of AuNRs was reported when negatively charged citrate ions were introduced due to a loss of electrostatic stabilization of the AuNRs [73, 74] . Furthermore, the assembled structures retained a chiral character when chiral cysteine was used to coat the CdTe QDs. Self-assembly can also be achieved by relying on ligand exchange to bridge the nanoparticles. This provides a more rugged connection than electrostatic selfassembly and can also lead to a slightly better control over the spacing and structure of the assembly. As with electrostatic self-assembly, high ratios can lead to discrete assemblies, whereas lower ratios will lead to the formation of larger networks of particles [39] .
Cumberland et al. [38] formed a nanocomposite several micrometers in size by mixing AuNPs and CdSe QDs of similar sizes (~6 nm). The CdSe QDs were coated with aminoethanethiol, with the thiol group anchored to the surface of the QD. The free amine was then able to displace the citrate ions stabilizing the AuNPs due to its higher affinity with gold, which led to crosslinking between the two types of nanoparticles. Interestingly, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) found approximately the same element amounts (1:6 gold/CdSe) regardless of the initial ratio of nanoparticles used. Although this may seem contrary to other studies, which found that a large excess leads to a saturation of the surface of one of the types of nanoparticles by the other, it should be noted that the CdSe QDs (here in up to 60 times excess) were added to the AuNPs slowly and that the AuNPs were of the same size as the QDs. As such, even when large excess of CdSe QDs were used, it is expected that networks would form before saturation of the AuNPs could occur.
Block copolymers have been used as the ligands to facilitate thiol-based self-assembly. QDs were functionalized with a poly(isoprene)-b-PEG (PI-b-PEG) diblock copolymer, which was then acylated with thioctic acid, exposing some of the disulfide to bind AuNPs [75] . More recently, a tetrablock copolymer consisting of two acrylic acid and two polystyrene blocks with a central trithiocarbonate group was used, which offers two advantages [76, 77] . First, QDs can be synthesized directly in the presence of the copolymer. Second, the copolymer will form a monolayer on the QDs so that a thiol group is already present and exposed to self-assemble with AuNPs with no further chemistry required.
Polymer [39] or silane [3, 21, 40] shells have been used around one of the nanoparticle components to better control the spacing between the assembled particles. Compared to just using a longer linker (e.g. DNA or a protein), using a shell has the added advantage of extra rigidity, preventing the distance between the particles from changing with movement of the linker molecule. Strelow et al. [39] used a PI-b-PEG polymer with lipoic acid end groups to coat CdSe QDs. QDs were first incubated with poly(isoprene)-diethylenetriamine then mixed with PI-b-PEG-lipoic acid and heated to crosslink the polymers. The lipoic acid end groups were capable of capturing citrateAuNPs via the displacement of the citrate by the thiol groups. By varying the thickness of the polymer, they were able to control the spacing between 5 and 15 nm. The products with CdS QDs for two different PI-b-PEG shell thicknesses are shown in Figure 5 .
Similarly, Torimoto et al. [3] coated AuNPs with a silane shell by first adding 3-aminopropyltrimethylsilane via amine ligand exchange then growing the thickness by adding tetramethoxysilane (TMOS). CdS QDs functionalized with mercaptopropyltrimethylsilane (MPTS) were subsequently added, and the hydrolysis of the silane shells resulted in the coating of AuNPs by QDs. By controlling the amount of TMOS added, the silane shell thickness was varied from 0.3 up to 73 nm. Finally, Fedutik et al. [21] conducted a similar study growing silane shells around silver nanowires and then attaching CdSe/ZnS QDs. In this case, an MPTS monolayer was first grown on the silver nanowires, and then tetraethylorthosilicate was added to grow the silane shell to the desired thickness before a final coating of MPTS was added; the free thiols of the MPTS outer layer were able to bind the CdSe/ZnS QDs. Once again, the distance was controlled by changing the thickness of the silane shell, in this case, from 4 to 38 nm.
Self-assembly has also been demonstrated using hydrophobic interactions of ligands [71] . Hydrophobic AuNPs were prepared by sodium borohydride reduction in oleylamine, whereas Cu 2 O nanowires were synthesized and stabilized with poly(anisidine). The solutions were mixed in chloroform, resulting in the immobilization of AuNPs on the surface on the Cu 2 O nanowires.
Hydrophobic interactions have also been used to prepare PNP-QD hybrid assemblies through the formation of micelles and emulsions [78] [79] [80] [81] . This can be done through either trapping the nanoparticles inside a micelle or using the nanoparticles themselves to make the micelles. For example, polystyrene AuNPs were mixed with Si QDs and divinyl benzene and then added to an aqueous CTAB solution [78] . The CTAB molecules form micelles, with the AuNPs, QDs, and divinyl benzene trapped in the hydrophobic interiors of the micelles. Divinyl benzene can then be polymerized to provide rigidity and stability to the structures. In another study, oleylamine AuNPs and trioctylphosphine CdSe QDs were mixed in cyclohexane and then injected into an aqueous sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution to form an oil-in-water emulsion, where both types of nanoparticles were trapped in the oil phase [81] . Cyclohexane can then be removed through rotary evaporation, leaving a hydrophobic cluster of AuNPs and CdSe QDs. The process and scanning TEM (STEM) images of the emulsions formed are shown in Figure 6 . Finally, a double emulsion method has been used to create shells of AuNPs within a QD emulsion [80] . In this experiment, tetra(ethylene glycol)-stabilized AuNPs are used to form oil-in-water emulsions. This is then transferred to an organic phase containing phosphine oxide-stabilized CdSe QDs, which results in oil-in-water-in-oil double emulsions containing AuNPs within a CdSe QD shell.
Finally, the self-assembly of PNPs and semiconductor QDs has been achieved through the formation of aerogels [82, 83] . Aerogels are highly porous, large-scale assemblies with very low density relative to bulk materials [82] . Lesnyak et al. [82] synthesized aerogels consisting of AuNPs and CdTe QDs through ion complexation. Both particles were coated with 5-mercaptomethyltetrazole, a ligand that can complex with Cd 2+ ions in solution. The two solutions of particles were then mixed with cadmium acetate, which resulted in ion complexation, crosslinking, and the gelation of the solution, which was then dried to give the aerogel. Aerogels were formed using various ratios of AuNPs and CdTe QDs as well as from one component only. Further, it was found that adding ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid resulted in the decomplexation of Cd 2+ and the dissolution of the gel. Aerogels composed of AgNPs and CdSe QDs were also synthesized by Nahar et al. [83] , wherein the nanoparticles were in direct contact with each other. Both types of nanoparticles were coated with thiol ligands (glutathione on silver and mercaptoundecanethiol on CdSe), which were then removed after mixing via oxidation with C(NO 2 ) 4 . This results in the formation of a disulfide and the removal of the thiol from the surface, leading to direct surface contact between the nanoparticles. The scheme of this reaction as well as images of the resulting aerogels are shown in Figure 7 .
Substrate-based synthetic methods
In comparison to solution-based techniques, substratebased synthetic methods of PNP-QD hybrid assemblies offer more control. The substrate itself offers some degree of structure, and it can be further patterned through a variety of techniques to create ordered arrangements of nanoparticles. However, these techniques also tend to be more time consuming and costly and to involve the use of specialized machinery. Further, although they can create more uniform samples (e.g. particle size dispersity, separation distance, and number of attachments), they generally involve the use of much smaller quantities when compared to solution-based techniques. Thus, they are generally reserved for precise assemblies, for example, single-particle studies or the synthesis of well-ordered arrays. The advantages and disadvantages for each of the assembly methods discussed are summarized in Table 1 .
Binary superlattices
Self-assembly has been used to create two-dimensional superlattices with specific patterns using two different nanoparticle components [84] [85] [86] [87] . Compared to other substrate-based synthetic techniques, the self-assembly of binary superlattices is less costly, requires no special equipment, and can be used to create large, micron-scale organizations [86] . A mixed sample consisting of PNPs and semiconductor QDs is placed onto a substrate (e.g. carbon-or silicon-coated TEM grid [84] [85] [86] , silicon nitride membrane [84, 85] , and alkyl functionalized silicon chip [84, 87] ) and allowed to dry. There are a variety of factors involved in the patterns of nanoparticles that arise as the solvent evaporates, including van der Waals forces, steric hindrance of ligands, and electrostatic repulsion/ attraction, depending on which ligands stabilize the nanoparticles [84] [85] [86] . As such, obtaining well-ordered arrays requires optimal conditions. Although these will vary depending on which ligands and nanoparticles are used, in general, it was observed that using relatively high concentrations and low pressure and placing the substrate in the solution at an angle of 60° to 70° led to larger, better-ordered arrays [84, 85] . Further, it was found that varying the ratio of PNPs to QDs [87] as well as the ratio of sizes between the two types of nanoparticles [86] would result in different lattice formations. Finally, it was found that adding a small amount of high boiling point solvent resulted in better-ordered systems [86] . Shevchenko et al. [84, 85] looked at different patterns formed from binary superlattices of combinations of silver, gold, and platinum PNPs with PbS and PbSe semiconductor QDs. The results of these are shown in Figure 8 .
It is also possible to use a template material to help organize the nanoparticles in the array; as an example, a polystyrene-polyvinyl pyridine block-copolymer that forms well-organized monolayers was used to guide the formation of an array of polystyrene-coated AuNPs and pyridine-coated CdSe QDs [88] . Mixed arrays, although with less ordering, have also been prepared through the formation of Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films using solutions containing a mixture of AuNPs and CdSe QDs [89] [90] [91] .
Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly
The bulk of the substrate-based synthetic techniques for PNP-QD hybrid nanoparticle assemblies fall under the general classification of LbL deposition. As the name suggests, in LbL deposition, two types of nanoparticles are successively deposited as layers onto the substrate, one on top of the other. Nanoparticles may be immobilized on a substrate and linked to each other via chemical or biological reactions [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] or may just be deposited randomly onto the substrate in a two-step deposition process [94] [95] [96] . Many of the coupling techniques discussed in the solution-based methods section have also been used to link semiconductor and plasmonic nanoparticles to a substrate in an LbL fashion, including ligand-induced self-assembly [92, 93] , DNA hybridization [59, 99] , covalent bonding through EDC coupling [94, 95] , electrostatic attraction [96] [97] [98] , and the use of silica shells [100] . This is illustrated in Figure 9 , which depicts the EDC coupling of AuNPs and CdS QDs on a gold electrode. The presence of the substrate limits the amount of binding that the nanoparticles can undergo; this prevents the formation of large, interconnected aggregates that are commonly observed in solution-based techniques and provides a higher degree of control over the organization of the nanoparticles.
To form PNP-QD hybrid structures using a substrate, one type of nanoparticle must first be attached to the substrate. This can be done through immobilization of colloidal nanoparticles [59, 94, 99] or through direct synthesis of nanoparticles on the substrate [92, 93, 100] . The immobilization of nanoparticles has been accomplished through a variety of processes, including evaporation of a colloidal CdS solution [99] , EDC coupling of AuNPs to a cysteamine-functionalized gold electrode [94] , and electrostatic attraction between negatively charged thioglycolic acid-stabilized CdS QDs and a positively charged poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA)-coated indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode [59] . Alternatively, the direct synthesis of nanoparticles on the substrate can be accomplished through either chemical means [for example, Sun et al. [92] grew ZnO nanorods on a glass slide by immersing a slide in a solution of Zn(NO 3 ) 2 and methenamine] or thermal means (Li and Chopra [95] formed AuNPs through the annealing of a gold film on a silica substrate at 850°C).
Once the first layer of particles is immobilized, linking procedures are carried out in the same manner as they are in solution. As examples, carboxy-fuctionalized AuNPs immobilized on a silicon substrate were EDC coupled to amine-terminated CdSSe/ZnS QDs [95] ; CdS QDs on a glossy carbon electrode were functionalized with ssDNA, which was then hybridized with complementary ssDNAfunctionalized AuNPs [99] , and ZnO QDs on a glass slide were functionalized with 4-aminothiophenol through thiol ligand exchange, which then captured AgNPs at the amine site [92] . All of these processes result in two layers of nanoparticles, one plasmonic and one semiconductor, immobilized on a surface and separated with a spacer layer. The thickness of the spacer layer depends on what type of molecule is used for linkage. Although this technique limits the degrees of freedom around the nanoparticles and thus the amount of cross-linking, it does not guarantee a one-to-one binding between the PNPs and semiconductor QDs. Depending on the size difference between the PNPs and QDs and the random arrangement of nanoparticles on the substrate, there will still be some variation in the binding. For instance, when linking 5 nm CdS QDs with 2.3 nm AuNPs immobilized on a gold electrode, Zayats et al. [94] observed that about 50% of the AuNPs were in contact with QDs, whereas each CdS QD was bound to an average of 5 AuNPs.
Numerous experiments have studied the LbL deposition of PNPs and QDs where nanoparticles are deposited as uniform layers on the substrate without specific attachment points or binding sites from ligands. Spin casting is often used to ensure a uniform monolayer of the deposited sample [22, [101] [102] [103] . Nanoparticles may [4, [96] [97] [98] 104] or may not [22, 23] 
In the most straightforward type of LbL deposition, the two layers of different types of nanoparticles are sequentially deposited and dried [22, 23, [101] [102] [103] 105] . Munechika et al. [23] deposited a layer of silver nanoprisms overtop an LB film of CdSe QDs on a glass slide to study fluorescence enhancement due to single nanoprisms. Figure 10 shows a schematic of this arrangement. Because there was a uniform layer of CdSe QDs underneath, it was possible to study the effect of a single AgNP. Naiki et al. [22] used this technique to study the opposite scenario: a single QD near multiple PNPs. AgNPs were deposited over top a layer of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)-containing disperse CdSe/ZnS QDs. Individual QDs were found through photocorrelation measurements. Similarly, Dai et al. [101] used this technique to study the fluorescence enhancement of SiC QDs by AgNPs; in this case, the SiC QDs were embedded in a layer of SDS, formed by evaporating a mixture of SiC QDs and SDS on a silicon wafer, before AgNPs were deposited.
A spacer layer is often deposited between the PNP layer and the semiconductor QD layer to better control the distance separating the two. This is depicted in Figure 11 . Polymers [4, [96] [97] [98] 104] or silica [100, 106, 107] are commonly used because the thickness of the intermediate layer can be relatively easily controlled by controlling the deposition process. This can be used to give subnanometer-scale precision in making spacer layers [97] .
In the case of polymers, this is accomplished using two oppositely charged polymers and alternating the deposition to achieve the desired separation thickness. For example, Kulakovich et al. [96] used alternating layers of positively charged PDDA and negatively charged sodium polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) to create a barrier between AuNP and CdSe QD layers. This was done by dipping a glass slide with adsorbed AuNPs in a solution of PDDA, rinsing, then dipping in PSS solution, and repeating until the desired thickness was achieved. The thickness of the spacer layer ranged from 1.4 nm for a monolayer up to 33.9 nm for 21 layers. Similar experiments used a PMMA layer to separate CdSe/ZnS core-shell QDs from silver nanoprisms deposited on top (Figure 8 ) in one case [4] or alternating PDDA and PSS layers to separate AuNPs from CdTe QDs in another case [98] . It is also possible to deposit an additional polymer layer on top to include a third nanoparticle layer. This was done by Ozel et al. [97] . AuNPs were immobilized on a glass slide, covered by alternating PDDA and PSS layers, then CdTe QDs were deposited, followed by another polymer layer and lastly by a CdSe QD layer to study the influence of AuNPs on the energy transfer between the two QDs.
Silica spacers may be grown overtop the bottom-layer nanoparticles [100, 107] , or the top-layer nanoparticles can be coated in a silica shell before being deposited [106] . Fedutik et al. [100] and Wei et al. [107] deposited a silica shell onto silver nanorods on a glass substrate and then spin-coated QDs (CdSe and CdSeTe, respectively) to study the photoluminescence of such a system. In contrast, Ma et al. [106] spin-coated silica-encapsulated CdSe QDs onto films of AuNPs so that the QDs rested directly on top of the AuNPs, separated only by the silica shell ( Figure 12 ). As with polymer LbL deposition, the distance between the PNPs and semiconductor QDs can be precisely controlled by varying the thickness of the silica shell. This has been done for thicknesses in the range of 4-40 nm [100] .
Electron beam lithography (EBL) is often used in conjunction with LbL assembly techniques when forming PNP-QD assemblies [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] This allows for the patterning of nanoparticles in precise arrangements with high specificity [110] . EBL can be used either for the direct fabrication of nanoparticles [111, 112, 114] or for the construction of patterns that will capture nanoparticles [109, 110, 113] . However, lithographically prepared nanoparticles possess grain boundaries that lead to plasmon damping and weaker near-field interactions in comparison to colloidal nanoparticles [117] .
EBL has been used to synthesize arrays of gold nanodiscs with specific dimensions (170 nm diameter, 70 nm height) and spacing (300 nm center-to-center distance), which were then spin coated with CdSe/ZnS QDs [112] . Similarly, gold rectangular nanoparticles were formed with controlled thickness (36 nm) and width (100 nm), but with variable length up to 1000 nm, then coated with a uniform layer of MoS 2 [114] . The precise size control allowed for a systematic study on the influence of size on the photoluminescence properties.
Lithographic techniques can also be used to pattern a substrate that will then be used to organize nanoparticles. Chan et al. [109] used photolithography to create a pattern of aminopropyltriethoxy silane (APTES) on a GaAs substrate, the rest of which was then covered with octadecyltrimethoxysilane, a highly hydrophobic coating. This resulted in the deposited AuNPs and AgNPs settling over top the APTES-coated pattern. This was followed by the LbL deposition of PDDA and PSS and then the addition of CdSe QDs. Song et al. [110] prepared a PMMA layer with embedded CdSe/ZnS QDs and then used EBL to pattern holes in the polymer layer, which were then filled with silver to create cylindrical AgNPs within the CdSe layer.
It is also possible to use other techniques to create well-defined patterns of nanoparticles using LbL assembly. Wu et al. [118] deposited a uniform monolayer of polystyrene beads, which then had a gold film deposited over them. The removal of the polystyrene beads left behind a well-ordered array of gold nanotriangles. CdSe QDs were then deposited over the array through dip coating. The size of the triangles could be controlled by changing the size of the polystyrene beads or by depositing a thicker gold film.
Gruber et al. [113] combined these techniques to give precise placement of QDs relative to silver nanowires. A PMMA film was deposited on top of a glass substrate, and then EBL was used to form holes in it. CdSeTe/ZnS QDs were then spin coated on and allowed to dry, resulting in the QDs settling into the holes, with most holes containing one to three QDs. The PMMA was then lifted off and a silica film was deposited. Another PMMA layer was then laid over top and EBL was once again used to make the pattern for the silver nanowires specifically located near the holes containing QDs. Silver deposition was used to make the nanowires followed by lift off of the PMMA and deposition of another silica layer. This allowed the silver nanowires to not only be grown in proximity of the QDs but also for them to be grown with a specific location and orientation relative to the QDs.
Scanning probe techniques
Techniques have also been developed for the proximal placement of PNPs near semiconductor QDs that involve the careful, precise manipulation of individual particles [20, 104, [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] . Although these techniques offer spatial control beyond what other methods can accomplish, they involve the placement of single particles, and it is not practical to scale them up to the fabrication of a large number of structures. Nevertheless, because the other techniques discussed thus far rely on nanoparticle solutions with inherent inhomogeneity, spacer molecules with some degree of flexibility, or random distribution of layers of particles, there will always be some variation in the structures formed. The large effect of these small differences on the properties and interactions of hybrid assemblies can be lost when looking the ensemble average of particles (i.e. in solution or in arrays) [20] . Thus, these ultra-precise techniques are especially helpful for accurate understanding of the properties of hybrid PNP-QD assemblies.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) nanomanipulation has been used to study the effect of particle proximity on the quenching and fluorescence enhancement behavior seen in PNP-QD assemblies [107, [125] [126] [127] . In AFM nanomanipulation, an AFM tip is used to position individual nanoparticles. Ratchford et al. [20] used an AFM tip to carefully position an AuNP in close proximity to a CdSe/ZnS QD. Dilute samples of the AuNP and CdSe/ZnS QDs were deposited onto a glass slide. The sample was characterized using a combined AFM/inverted confocal microscope system, which allowed for the simultaneous detection of nanoparticle position and optical properties. The AFM tip was then used to push an AuNP near to a QD, and the resulting change in optical properties was observed. The AFM resolution limits the precision of distance measurements; however, because the same QD is being studied in the presence and absence of an AuNP, it can be assumed that any change observed is due to the AuNP and not due to small differences in size, shape, or positioning of the particles. Tang et al. [122] used AFM nanomanipulation to create U-shaped structures out of AuNRs ( Figure 13) , with QDs located at the junctions of the AuNRs. It was necessary to place a silica coating on the QDs to protect them from damage during movement as well as to make them large enough to be manipulated by the AFM tip. Figure 13 : AFM topographical image of the U-shaped structure of three AuNRs and two silica coated QDs, illustrating the ability of nanomanipulation to make precise and complex arrangements of particles. Adapted with permission from Ref. [122] . Copyright 2018 Nature Publishing Group.
Pfeiffer et al. [104] also used AFM nanomanipulation to control the placement of AuNPs in an LbL assembly. GaAs QDs were grown in an AlGaAs matrix through molecular beam epitaxy. The holes in the matrix, which contained the GaAs QDs, were detectable by AFM; thus, AuNPs could be positioned directly on top of the holes (and QDs) by moving them with the AFM tip, unlike typical LbL methods that rely on the random placement of nanoparticles that may or may not line up with each other.
Farahani et al. [128] used ion-beam milling to prepare an AFM probe with an Al nanobowtie structure at its tip. The AFM tip could then be moved near CdSe/ZnS QDs embedded in a PMMA layer to study the effect of the plasmon on a single QD. A similar recent study by Groß et al. [124] used a gold-tipped probe, cut to a precisely tailored shape, which was then moved near and around individual CdSeTe/ZnS QDs embedded in a PMMA layer. The PMMA was thick enough to cover the QDs but thin enough to allow the probe to come close to the QDs. In this way, it was possible to observe strong coupling between the gold tip and the QDs in a controllable and reversible way by moving the probe across the QD.
The spatial manipulation of individual particles was also used by Zhang et al. [119] to study the effect of a single silver nanoparticle on a CdS nanowire. The AgNPs and CdS nanowires were separately dispersed onto two different quartz substrates. An isolated silver nanoparticle was found on the first substrate, which was then attached to the fiber probe of a micromanipulator through the electrostatic force. The probe was then positioned near an isolated CdS nanowire on the second substrate and released, resulting in a single silver nanoparticle beside a single CdS nanowire. Matsuzaki et al. [123] recently used a shear-force microscope equipped with a glass tip to pick up and position single CdSe/CdS QDs on top of gold nanocones. Lastly, Nie et al. [121] used mechanical manipulation of particles to isolate and position a single ZnTe/ZnTe:O/ZnO nanowire between an array of plasmonic Al nanobowtie structures.
Properties
The combination of PNPs and semiconductor QDs into a single system leads to interactions between their surface plasmons and excitons, respectively. This interaction manifests itself as a change in the optical properties of both particles, but the most commonly studied is the increase or decrease of photoluminescence from the QDs. A variety of processes occur simultaneously, which influence the photoluminescence change observed, including an increase in the rate of excitation of the QD, energy transfer from the QD to the PNP, the subsequent radiative and nonradiative decay of the plasmon, and single-electron excitation in the PNP. In turn, these processes depend on factors such as the particles' size, shape, composition, separation distance, and spectral overlap [102, 110] . In this section, these processes will be discussed along with what influences them and what effect they have on the observed photoluminescence.
Absorption increase
It is well established that PNPs induce local field enhancement (a property that is commonly used for SERS) [52, 114] . This increased local field leads to a higher absorption of incident light by QDs near to plasmons and thus an increase in the excitation rate [129] . The increase in absorption will be greater when the field of the plasmon is stronger. It has been seen experimentally that absorptivity will increase with decreasing distance away from PNPs [93, 96, 109] , an increase in the number of PNPs [61, 98] , or an increase in the size of the PNPs [111] . In addition, dimers of PNPs, which create a stronger local field in the gap between them, leads to a greater increase in absorption than monomers of the same particles [130] .
The intensity of the measured photoluminescence depends on the product of the excitation rate, the photoluminescence quantum yield, and the fraction of radiation that is emitted in the direction of the detector. If quantum yield and radiation pattern are not significantly modified by the presence of the PNP, then the increased excitation of the QDs manifests as an increase in the photoluminescence [99, 102] . However, energy transfer from the QD to the plasmon generally modifies quantum yield, leading to the quenching or enhancement of photoluminescence.
Excitation lifetime
Energy transfer from the QD to the PNP is observed as a decrease in the lifetime of excitons in the QD [130] [131] [132] . The rate at which energy is transferred from excitons in the QD to plasmons in the PNP depends on the local density of electromagnetic states due to the PNP at the location of the QD and at the QD frequency [133] . Several factors therefore affect the decrease in lifetime. Energy transfer is strongest when there is an overlap between the emission band of the QD and the absorption band of the PNP [23, 59] . The lifetime will also decrease when the distance between the QD and PNP is smaller [131] . It has been reported that increasing the number of surrounding AuNPs will result in a greater decrease in the lifetime of excitations [55] . Additionally, the use of gap plasmons has been shown to greatly affect the decay rate. Hoang et al. [134] found that the lifetime of CdSe/ZnS QDs decreased from 6.8 nm on glass to 0.8 ns on a gold film but to less than 13 ps when located in the gap between a silver nanocube and a gold film prepared through LbL deposition (see Section 3.2). In a similar study, the lifetime of PbS QDs decreased from 2100 ns to 1.6 ns when located in the same gap [132] .
Quenching
When efficient energy transfer occurs from the QD to the PNP, the quantum yield of the combined system is nearly the same as that of the plasmon in the PNP. In other words, whether photoluminescence is observed depends on whether the excited plasmon decays radiatively through the emission of a photon [22, 112] or nonradiatively through the generation of heat [135, 136] . When the PNP is small, or the QD is close to the PNP and excites higher-order multipolar modes, then the nonradiative process dominates, and the quantum yield is low. This is often referred to as quenching [110, 113] . Quenching can also occur at very small QD-PNP separations, when energy is transferred from the QD to single-electron excitations, rather than plasmons, in the PNPs.
The quenching of fluorescence in semiconductor QDs by PNPs has been observed in single particles [33] , in solution [31, 37] , in aerogels [82] , in superlattices [87] , and on substrates [95] . Strelow et al. [39] studied the relative quenching of on-resonant QDs and off-resonant QDs by AuNPs. These AuNP and QD assemblies were formed though ligand-induced self-assembly (see Section 2.3). It was found that the on-resonant system showed greater quenching, as expected for a process that involves energy transfer (see Figure 14A) .
The degree of quenching observed is also highly dependent on the size of the PNP [45, 72, 95] because the size determines both the energy transfer rate and the radiative efficiency of the plasmon. Kondon et al. [72] found close to a 1000 times greater quenching efficiency when increasing the AuNP size from 1.1 to 4.9 nm. This size range is particularly sensitive because it spans sizes with clear plasmon peaks (4.9 nm) down to sizes with discrete energy levels (1.1 nm) and no plasmon peak while remaining in the range of small sizes for which radiative efficiencies are low. An increase in quenching was also observed, albeit over a much smaller range (from 70% to 83%), by Li et al. [95] when increasing the AuNP size from 40 to 170 nm. A similar study by Cushing et al. [137] bridged the two size regimes, comparing 3, 15, and 80 nm AuNPs, and similarly found that quenching efficiency was lower when using 3 nm AuNPs compared to the larger AuNPs.
The separation distance between the PNP and semiconductor QD is also important in determining the quenching efficiency within the system [31, 33, 39] . In studying the distance dependence, spacer molecules with easily modified lengths are useful (e.g. DNA, discussed in Section 2.2, and polymer or silica shells, discussed in Section 3.2). Gueroui and Libchaber [33] varied the distance between 1.4 nm AuNPs and CdSe/ZnS QDs using DNA of various lengths (5.9 up to 10.7 nm) consisting of differing numbers of base pairs. The results are shown in Figure 15 . They found that the quenching efficiency in single particle studies decreased inversely proportionally to the sixth power of the separation distance (d 6 ), from 82% quenching efficiency at 5.9 nm to about 10% at 10.7 nm. This scaling with d 6 is consistent with the mechanism of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), wherein energy transfer occurs through a dipole-dipole interaction [33] . Pons et al. [31] looked at the effect of separation distances of up to 20 nm between particles of the same size using peptide linkers (see Section 2.2) of variable sizes. They found that, although it was somewhat consistent with the FRET model, at longer distances, the quenching efficiency decreased more slowly than expected and posited that a PNP-QD based system would still exhibit quenching at distances well beyond typical FRET systems.
This gives rise to an interesting interplay that occurs when both the size of the PNP and the separation distance are changed. Li et al. [45] compared the change in fluorescence intensity observed in CdSe/ZnS core-shell QDs coupled to AuNPs through DNA hybridization (Section 2.2) with diameters of 3, 15, or 80 nm when the separation distance was varied from 6 to 13 nm. They found that as the size of the AuNPs increased, the quenching efficiency decreased less rapidly at longer separation distances; that is, bigger particles were better at quenching at longer distances, with the 80 nm AuNPs still showing detectable quenching beyond 20 nm.
The last variable influencing the degree of quenching within PNP-QD systems that will be discussed here is the relative numbers of the QD donor and PNP acceptor. Wargnier et al. [37] tested the quenching efficiency of AuNPs electrostatically self-assembled (see Section 2.3) with CdSe/ZnS QDs while varying the QD/AuNP ratio from 100:1 to 1:2. They found that the greatest quenching efficiency occurred when a 1:1 ratio was used. Near-complete quenching was observed in this case. In a similar study, Pons et al. [31] observed that increasing the ratio of AuNPs to QDs from 3:1 to 12:1 led to more than double the quenching efficiency. Although these results may seem contradictory, the different separation distances involved could account for the discrepancy: Wargnier et al. used electrostatic attraction between charged ligands (small molecules), whereas Pons et al. used a peptide linker near 10 nm in length. However, in both cases, it was seen that more AuNPs led to an increase in quenching, and this general trend was also observed by Aldeek et al. [41] and Focsan et al. [65] when attaching CdSe/ZnS QDs to AuNRs and by Lesnyak et al. [82] in synthesizing aerogels (see Section 2.3) with differing AuNP contents. The results of the study by Aldeek et al. are presented in Figure 16 .
Photoluminescence enhancement
Fluorescence enhancement occurs when energy transfer from QDs to PNPs is followed by primarily the radiative decay of the plasmons and thus requires larger PNPs and relatively large QD-PNP separations. In most cases, the observed enhancement is due primarily to increased excitation rate and redirection of radiation, as the radiative yield of PNPs is generally lower than that of isolated QDs. Only for QDs with very low initial photoluminescence quantum yields can enhancement of luminescence efficiency be expected [101, 138] . For example, Dai et al. [101] were able to observe a massive 176 times enhancement of weakly emitting SiC QDs placed in proximity to AgNPs through LbL assembly.
Fluorescent enhancement of QDs by nearby PNPs has been observed in lithographic arrays [112] , in LbL assemblies [22] , and in solution [52] . A variety of factors have been found to influence the degree of fluorescence enhancement seen including separation distance [87, 90] , composition of both the PNP and the semiconductor QD [55, 94] , and spectral positions of absorption and emission [98, 139] due primarily to the dependence of excitation rate and radiation patterns on these factors.
Because the local field enhancement caused by a PNP gets weaker as the distance from the nanoparticle increases, the fluorescence enhancement observed in a QD will also tend to decrease as the distance from the plasmonic particle increases [93, 96, 109, 111] . However, the emission is low or nonexistent very near to the PNP, where quenching dominates due to energy transfer to nonradiative modes, even in large PNPs. There is thus an optimal separation distance that will demonstrate the maximum fluorescence enhancement [96, 109, 111] . This trend is depicted in Figure 17 .
Chan et al. [109] studied the fluorescence enhancement in LbL assemblies of CdSe QDs and PNPs with varying polymer spacer thicknesses. A maximum of two times enhancement of the fluorescence near AuNPs occurred at 11 nm separation, whereas the maximum was at 8 nm for AgNPs. On the contrary, Kulakovich et al. [96] found a maximum of five times enhancement of fluorescence intensity of CdSe/ZnS QDs when 11 nm away from AuNPs (using a silica layer as separation). The differences in these results demonstrate that there are other factors besides just distance influencing the observed fluorescence increase.
For example, the composition of the coupled nanoparticles also influences the degree of fluorescence enhancement observed [60, 101, 110, 111] . Silver PNPs tend to produce greater enhancement factors than gold due to the weaker damping of plasmons in silver [59, 60, 138] . The size of the PNP also plays a critical role. In fact, Viste et al. [111] found that increasing the size of lithographically prepared AuNPs from 80 to 160 nm while keeping all other parameters the same (separation = 3 nm) converted the observed phenomenon of a spin-coated layer of QDs from quenching to fluorescence enhancement ( Figure 18 ). This occurs due both to an increase in the local field produced by the PNPs and the distance that it extends from the surface of the PNP and to an increase in the radiative efficiency of the PNPs.
The ratio of PNPs to semiconductor QDs also influences the fluorescence enhancement of the system. In an LbL arrangement with AgNPs on top of CdSe QDs, a lower surface coverage of AgNPs led to lower observed enhancement [109] . Komarala et al. [98] observed 10 times fluorescence enhancement in CdTe QDs overlaid by three layers of 7 nm AuNPs, although scattering (and therefore field enhancement) is minimal in AuNPs of that size. The Kotov group [61] observed a similar phenomenon in CdTe nanowires surrounded entirely by a "shell" layer of 3 nm AuNPs, with a greater increase when more AuNPs were added. In both these cases, more PNPs create a collective effect due to coupling among the PNPs, which would not be observed using more disperse, isolated particles of the same size. Additionally, the specific geometric positioning of the nanoparticles can lead to changes in the observed fluorescence. Govorov et al. [138] calculated different enhancement factors for various configurations of CdSe QDs surrounded by two, four, or six AuNPs. Also, Biteen et al. [108] calculated the enhancement factor induced by arrays of AgNPs on top of Si QDs with differing spacings and found that a decreasing spacing focused the field enhancement in the gap between the AgNPs and led to less fluorescence enhancement of the QDs near the AgNPs.
Multiphoton emission
Coupling to PNPs can also increase the probability of multiphoton emission from semiconductor QDs relative to single-photon emission. In conventional QDs, multiphoton emission is inhibited by a rapid Auger recombination process that occurs whenever more than a single electronhole pair is present in the QD. In this process, the energy produced by the recombination of one electron-hole pair causes another electron to enter into a higher-energy state rather than being released radiatively [20, 33, 140] . This process is depicted in Figure 19 . In an uncoupled QD, the Auger recombination process occurs on the order of 100 ps [126] , whereas radiative decay takes 1-10 ns [141] , so that the quantum efficiency of radiation from multiple electron-hole pairs is very small. In the presence of a PNP, energy transfer can increase the decay rate in the QD to the point where emission occurs faster than Auger recombination [142, 143] , thereby increasing the occurrence of multiphoton emission [126, 144] .
Other factors can also affect the relative probability of multiphoton emission. Quenching affects single-photon emission more than multiphoton emission due to the slower decay rate of the single-photon process [145, 146] . Additionally, excitation enhancement that occurs near plasmons leads to a greater increase of biexcition emission than of single-excition emission, as the production of biexcitons is proportional to the square of the excitation intensity [146] . In fact, using "giant" shell QDs, which already greatly suppress blinking, it was reported that biexciton emission would occur more frequently than single exciton emission [147] . The ability to control singlephoton and multiphoton emission offers the ability to tailor their ratio for the desired application; for example, multiphoton emission has potential applications in quantum information processing [126, 144] .
The reduced influence of Auger recombination through coupling to PNPs also reduces blinking in semiconductor QDs [4, 20, 58, 106] . Blinking, or fluorescence intermittency, is believed to occur due to the ionization and reneutralization of a QD [148] . When a QD contains an extra charge, rapid nonradiative Auger recombination reduces fluorescence efficiency, and the QD enters a dark state. When the excess charge is neutralized, the radiative process again dominates and the QD enters a dark state. Coupling to PNPs reduces the radiative lifetime, so that even a charged QD can undergo efficient radiative recombination, thereby eliminating blinking.
Intermediate and strong coupling regime
The properties described thus far are observed when there is weak coupling between the PNP and QD and involve the modification of already existing properties; however, by increasing the coupling strength, it is possible to achieve unique properties, including Fano interference in the intermediate coupling regime and Rabi splitting in the strong coupling regime . Fano resonance results from the interference between the induced dipoles in the PNP and the QD [149] [150] [151] , resulting in a transparency dip, as illustrated in Figure 20 . A variety of factors determine the strength of coupling, including temperature [151] , particle size [152] , spectral overlap, and separation distance of the component nanoparticles [149, 150] . Studies have predicted that intermediate coupling could be obtained by locating a QD in the hot-spot of a dimer pair of PNPs [155, 156, 164] or by pairing QDs with a plasmonic nanowire [159, 168, 169] . Because the coupling strength is so sensitive to environmental factors, it is predicted that such a system would be controllable and reversible [166] [167] [168] [169] . Because a single QD can be saturated by a single photon, a system consisting of a single QD strongly coupled to PNPs should be switchable at the single photon level [153, 155, 156, 164] .
Further increasing the coupling strength into the strong coupling regime results in the formation of plexcitons or the merging of the plasmon and exciton into a single, coherent hybrid excitation [149, [151] [152] [153] [154] . Strong coupling manifests as a sharp separation into two peaks in both the extinction and emission spectra [164] . It should be noted that both Fano resonance and Rabi splitting result in two maxima in the scattering spectra of the coupled systems; thus, a two-peak scattering spectrum by itself cannot be used to prove strong coupling. Rather, the splitting of the emission peak, unique to the strong coupling regime, is also necessary to conclusively show that a plasmonic-excitonic system is strongly coupled.
The sensitivity to factors such as the precise relative location of the nanoparticles has made experimental demonstrations of intermediate and strong coupling challenging; however, there have been a few recent experimental demonstrations. Hartsfield et al. [173] showed Fano resonance between a single QD and gold nanosphere carefully positioned through AFM manipulation (see Section 3.3). Santhosh et al. [174] showed strong coupling of CdSe/ZnS QDs located between lithographically defined arrays of silver bowtie structures as reflected by a transparency dip in the scattering (Figure 21 ). Groß et al. [124] demonstrated strong coupling between single CdSeTe/ZnS QDs and a gold nanoresonator. The plasmonic nanoresonator, prepared through focused ion beam milling, was positioned over individual QDs in a PMMA film in a scanning probe setup, resulting in the splitting of the photoluminescence of the QDs. They tested 30 different probes and found that the observation of strong coupling was dependent on the exact structure of the probe tip. However, if a probe tip strongly coupled with one QD, it would also strongly couple with other QDs, indicating that the geometry of the probe tip was more important for coupling strength than the exact QD. Zhou et al. [175] showed strong coupling in a single silver nanoshell surrounded by many CdSe/ZnS QDs. It was observed that coupling strength was dependent on the pump energy used and number of QDs hybridized. Despite nanoshells being good for strong coupling due to the hybridization of surface plasmons, a high pump energy and large number of QDs were required to observe strong coupling. Finally, Leng et al. [176] showed both intermediate and strong coupling between a single CdSe/CdS QDs coupled to the gap plasmon between an AuNP and a silver film ( Figure 22 ) using both scattering and photoluminescence measurements. It was observed that coupling strength was highly dependent on the local geometry of the nanosphere at the junction with the QD.
Applications

Sensors
Extensive work has been done using hybrid plasmonic and semiconductor nanoparticle assemblies as sensors [1, 44, 64] . These systems take advantage of energy transfer from QDs to PNPs, similar to conventional FRET assays. Such systems have been designed to detect the presence of BSA [103] , Pb 2+ , trinitrotoluene [177] , avidin [57] , proteases, thrombin [99, 178] , β-secretase [56] , specific oligonucleotides [47] , and gene mutations [48] . The concentrationsensitive detection of avidin is shown in Figure 23 . PNPs are effective acceptors for FRET-style assays because of their efficient fluorescence quenching due to their large extinction coefficient and broad absorption [1, 57] . Semiconductor QDs make good donors due to their broad absorption and narrow emission spectra with tunable wavelength, photostability, and large quantum yield [1, 56] . As opposed to conventional FRET, which is limited to distances less than 10 nm, PNP-QD based systems have larger effective distances, with detection up to 20 nm [56, 64] . On the contrary, PNPs and QDs are large compared to conventional FRET donor/acceptor molecules and are thus suitable only as assays for sufficiently large molecules.
Photoelectrochemical sensors based on the transfer of excitons from QDs to PNPs have also been developed [59]. In this case, CdS QDs were tethered to an ITO electrode and functionalized with a target strand of DNA. AgNPs functionalized with complementary DNA stands were then mixed in. Hybridization led to a decrease in the measured photocurrent because excited electrons from the QDs were transferred to the bound AgNPs instead of to the electrode, and AgNPs were bound only if the target DNA was present. This system was sensitive to the presence of the target DNA at subpicomolar levels.
Light harvesting
Charge transfer between QDs and PNPs also offers the potential for increasing the efficiency of QD-based solar cells by increasing the rate of charge extraction from photoexcited QDs [176, 179] . However, most of the attention on coupled QD-PNP solar cells has focused on the potential for efficiency improvement through enhanced excitation of the QDs [179] [180] [181] [182] [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] [193] [194] . QDs have been extensively investigated for light-harvesting applications, but efficiencies have remained lower than other next-generation solar cells [195] . The addition of PNPs has the potential to increase light absorption in QD solar cells in two ways: (1) through random scattering, which increases the optical path length in the solar cell, and (2) through enhanced excitation of the QDs in the local field of the PNPs [196] . Because optical absorption is a linear process, local field enhancement of absorption in a solar cell with a thick absorbing layer can occur only at the expense of reduced absorption elsewhere in the absorbing layer and cannot improve the total amount of light absorbed. It can, however, increase the absorption in very thin active layers, with thicknesses comparable to the sizes of the PNPs, as the local fields within the active layer can be increased at the expense of the local fields above and below, outside of the active layer. Thin active layers are attractive for QD solar cells, because they will reduce current losses in the disordered, low-mobility QD layers. However, reducing the thickness of the active layer reduced the amount of incident solar radiation that is absorbed, reducing the solar cell efficiency. Coupling PNPs to QDs thus has the potential to improve the power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of these devices by enhancing absorption in thin active layers. The increase in absorption of one such photovoltaic device with the incorporation of PNPs, and the corresponding increase in PCE, is shown in Figure 24 . Particle size [180, 192] , shape [183] , concentration [179] , and separation distance [186] are all known to play a role in the efficiency of plasmon enhanced solar cells. By incorporating PNPs into QD solar cells, increases in PCE ranging from 22% to nearly 100% have been observed, although most have tended toward the lower end of this range [184, [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] [193] . It has been theoretically predicted that using anisotropic PNPs would be the most effective at increasing absorption due to their greater local field enhancement and higher surface area-to-volume ratio, leading to a larger volume of enhancement [181] [182] [183] . This has led researchers to use shapes such as nanostars [185] , bipyramids [187] , hollow nanoshells [191] , and bowtie arrays [194] to increase PCE.
However, a number of challenges face the implementation of PNPs into solar cells. The optimal shapes proposed are complex [182, 183] , and synthesizing them remains a challenge. Moreover, the precise positioning of QDs relative to PNPs is needed for these devices to reach the theoretically possible PCE levels; this is likely to increase the fabrication cost of the solar cells, not to mention the increased materials cost associated with AuNPs or AgNPs. In addition, the high absorption of PNPs can reduce the amount of light available to be absorbed by the QDs, and the PNPs can act as charge traps [180] . It has been proposed that absorption by the PNPs could be reduced using aluminum nanoparticles while still maintaining enhanced absorption by the QDs [197, 198] . A more fundamental issue is that using plasmons to increase the absorptivity of QDs also increases the decay rate (i.e. reduces lifetime), leaving less time to extract the excited electrons from the QDs before they recombine [199] . This sets a limit, even in principle, for the maximum photocurrent enhancement that PNPs can provide [200] . All of these limit the usefulness of PNPs for enhanced light harvesting.
Photocatalysts
Using PNPs to increase the rate at which carriers in QDs are excited by incident light can also increase the rate at which excited electrons are available for catalytic reactions, thereby increasing the photocatalytic activity of the QDs [3, 70, 71, 81, 201, 202] . This has been shown for both the generation of hydrogen gas [3, 81] and the degradation of organic pollutants and dyes [70, 71, 201] , leading to up to 10-fold increase in the reaction rate compared to semiconductor QDs without PNPs present [81] . As the increased catalytic activity is based on enhanced excitation, PNP size and PNP-QD separation distance both play a role in the extent of catalytic enhancement observed [3, 70] . For example, it was found that there exists an optimal distance where the enhancement will be largest, and this distance is longer for larger PNPs [3] . At closer distances, nonradiative energy transfer from the photoexcited QD to the surface plasmon dominates and prevents excited electrons from being used to catalyze reactions, similar to the effect that limits the potential of PNPs to enhance the efficiency of solar cells.
Future directions
A wide range of applications are theoretically possible by taking advantage of the unique properties that result from the coupling between PNPs and QDs and the formation of hybrid excitations. Because coupling is so sensitive to environmental factors, including temperature, refractive index, and field strength, strongly coupled PNP-QDs have the potential to serve as ultrasensitive, nanoscale sensors [167, 172] .
It has been predicted that the coupling strength in PNP-QD systems that exhibit Fano interference depends on the strength of the applied field, leading to a nonlinear Fano effect [147, 149, 154, 157, 158] . A simpler nonlinearity, due to the saturation of the QD, has also been predicted, which has the potential to lead to fully nanoscale systems capable of single-photon modulation [156, 203] . Such a system would have widespread applications in the field of photonics for computing and communication, potentially including quantum information processing [152, 158, 159, 164] . Compared to conventional electronics, it would allow for the high-speed transmission of information with no interference and little loss [150] . Further, it could be used for the creation of nanoscale lasers, antennas, and lenses [204] [205] [206] .
Work is still needed into the assembly of such systems and the study of their properties before they become practical in usable devices. However, progress is already under way, and new techniques to obtain a better control of the assembly of PNPs and QDs are continually emerging. Just recently, the first strong coupling of these systems has been demonstrated. Thus, with continued progress, hybrid plasmonic-excitonic nanoparticle assemblies should provide new breakthroughs in the fields of sensing, photonics, and information processing.
